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build
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Energy
The oil market remained firm after the militant attack on the Khabbaz field in Iraq, and it largely
shrugged off a big inventory build in the US market.

Both Brent and WTI continued to trade marginally higher this morning. The EIA’s weekly oil market
report shows that US crude oil stocks increased by a huge 15.2MMbbls over last week - the biggest
weekly build since April this year as crude oil exports slumped. US crude oil inventory has now
surged to 503.2MMbbls, the levels last seen in August 2020 and around 48.8MMbbls above the 5-
year average for this point in the season. The move higher in inventory was predominantly driven
by the surge in net imports by 2.7MMbbls/d over the last week. Crude oil exports from the US
dropped by 1.6MMbbls/d over the week to 1.8MMbbls/d mainly due to closure of Houston ship
channels owing to bad weather whilst crude oil imports increased by 1.1MMbbls/d to 6.5MMbbls/d.

Turning to products and gasoline inventory increased by 4.2MMbbls whilst distillate inventory
increased by 5.2MMbbls over the last week. Refinery operating rates increased by 1.7% over the
last week to 79.9% and helped products supplies to increase in the domestic market; however, the
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refinery utilization rate is still down 10.7% YoY due to weak refinery margins and relatively slower
products demand. The higher inflow of gasoline and distillate from Europe also helped the stock
build over the last week.

Metals
With vaccines already being rolled-out in the UK with Canada to follow next week,
and (Pfizer/BioNTech) reaches the last step in the US as a committee is planned to hold a
voting meeting on Thursday has helped to bolster the demand for risk assets while investors are
still focusing on further updates on the Covid-19 relief stimulus package from the US. The surge in
the Chinese ferrous sector also carried those steel-exposed metals such as zinc and nickel that
both had a strong run during yesterday’s London sessions.

In aluminium, prices rallied in the Shanghai market and followed by London after the prices
remained pressure in the past few days. The LME 3M aluminium yesterday closed higher by over
2.2% as winter cuts hitting some Chinee alumina refineries helped to fuel the bullish vibe (see
note).  According to data on Thursday, both aluminium ingots and billet inventories are still on a
moderate decline which continued to support the market.

The LME copper continued to hold the gains amid the DXY weakness. Meanwhile, mining company
MMG confirmed that the road transport resumed after community protesters removed roadblocks
at Peru based Las Bambas mine-subsiding risks of copper mine supply.

Agriculture
Latest data from China’s National Bureau of Statistics shows that total grains output in the country
increased 0.9% YoY to 669.5mt for 2020 with total acreage growing 0.6% YoY to 116.8m hectares.
Soybean saw the biggest gain in terms of production growth with output increasing 8.3% YoY to
19.6mt as soybean acreage increased 5.9% YoY to 59.9m hectares. Corn output was largely flat at
around 260.7mt (down only 0.1mt YoY) despite floods and adverse weather in part of the country.
Wheat output increased 0.5% YoY to 134.25mt.

Argentina’s grain inspectors and oilseed workers have started a wage strike yesterday which may
interrupt grains shipments from the country. Argentina has been witnessing frequent disruptions
at the ports recently due to worker’s strike over the wages as the country witnessed high inflation
and workers demand to keep wage growth above the inflation. However, this is not a peak season
for exports in the country with sowing for corn and soybean currently underway and hence the
strike’s impact on exports may be limited in the immediate term.
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